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A polygon is an elementary (self-avoiding) cycle in the hypercubic lattice Zd
taking at least one step in every dimension. A polygon on Zd is said to be convex
if its length is exactly twice the sum of the side lengths of the smallest hypercube
containing it. The number of d-dimensional convex polygons pn, d of length 2n with
d(n)   is asymptotically
pn, dtexp \&2(2n&d )2n&1 + (2n&1)! (2?b(r))&12 r&2n+d sinhd r,
where r = r(n, d ) is the unique solution of r coth r = 2nd & 1 and b(r) =
d(r coth r&r2sinh2 r). The convergence is uniform over all d|(n) for any func-
tion |(n)  . When d is constant the exponential is replaced with (1&d &1)2d.
These results are proved by asymptotically enumerating a larger class of com-
binatorial objects called convex proto-polygons by the saddle-point method and
then finding the asymptotic probability a randomly chosen convex proto-polygon
is a convex polygon.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given d>0, an elementary, self-avoiding cycle in the hypercubic lattice
Zd taking at least one step in every dimension is called a d-dimensional
polygon. The length of the polygon is the total number of steps it takes. We
consider a polygon to be determined by the subset of Rd covered by a
closed path in Zd, whose starting point is immaterial. A d-dimensional
polygon whose perimeter is exactly twice the sum of the side lengths of the
smallest hypercube containing it is said to be convex. Any (d&1)-dimen-
sional hyperplane not containing a grid line intersects a d-dimensional con-
vex polygon in at most two points. Thus, the definition of convex polygon
conforms to the usual notions of convexity. Informally, the steps in any one
dimension turn from positive to negative and negative to positive exactly
one time each.
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As the length of a polygon is even, we will denote it by 2n. Because con-
vex polygons do not self-intersect and at least one step is made in each
dimension, d is restricted to d # [2, n]. All convex polygons equivalent
under translation will be identified and henceforth ‘‘convex polygon’’ means
‘‘an equivalence class of convex polygons under translation’’.
Let pn, d denote the number of d-dimensional convex polygons with
length 2n steps. For any sequence d=d(n) satisfying d # [3, n], we will find
an asymptotic formula for pn, d . These results in the cases d=2 and d=3
follow from the exact formulae obtained by Delest and Viennot [4] and
Bousquet-Me lou and Guttmann [2]. In this paper, [zn] f (z) denotes the
coefficient of zn in the power series f (z).
Theorem 1. Uniformly for 3dn,
pn, dt\1& 2n&dd(2n&1)+
2d (2n&1)!
2
[z2n&d] sinhd z
as n  .
From the result in [4], the formula in Theorem 1 is also valid for d=2.
(Our argument can also be applied for that case, and would then resemble
the method of Enting et al. [5], where two-dimensional ‘‘almost’’ convex
polygons were counted.)
After obtaining asymptotics of the coefficient in Theorem 1, we will have
the desired formula. This uses the equation r coth r=2nd&1. It is easy to
check that r coth r is increasing on [2, ) and so this equation has a
unique solution.
Theorem 2. Let r=r(n, d ) be the unique solution of r coth r=2nd&1
and let b(r)=d(r coth r&r2sinh2 r). For constant d2,
pn, d t 12 nd&1(d&1)2d d 2n&3d, (1)
if d(n)   and dn&|(n) n25 log n for some |(n)  , then
pn, dtexp \&2(2n&d )2n&1 + (2n&1)! (2?b(r))&12 r&2n+d sinhd r,
and if n&d=o(n&12), then
pn, dt
(2n&1)!
2 \
d
n&d + 6d&ne&1.
In proving Theorem 1 we consider simpler objects called proto-polygons.
A d-dimensional proto-polygon is a closed path in Zd which takes at least
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one step in every dimension. It is convex if it has exactly two turning points
in every dimension. These properties are shared by convex polygons.
However, unlike convex polygons, convex proto-polygons may intersect
themselves. We will obtain several key results to aid our proof by consider-
ing a probabilistic space of random convex proto-polygons. We will show
that if a convex proto-polygon is chosen uniformly at random, then the
total number of self-intersections is approximated by a Poisson variable
when d   and by a binomially distributed variable for d fixed. It turns
out that the probability that the convex proto-polygon does not self-inter-
sect is determined mainly by the probability that it self-intersects
immediately after reaching a turning point in one of the d dimensions,
creating a ‘‘loop’’ of length 2. The probability of self-intersecting in longer
loops tends to 0.
In this way we will show for d fixed, with P denoting probability,
P(convex proto-polygon is convex polygon)t(1&d &1)2d
and for d  ,
P(convex proto-polygon is convex polygon)texp \&2(2n&d )2n&1 + . (2)
Theorem 1 will then follow from
Lemma 1. The number of convex proto-polygons qn, d is given by
qn, d=
(2n&1)!
2
[z2n&d] sinhd z
and the number of convex polygons pn, d by the equation
pn, d=P(convex proto-polygon is convex polygon)_qn, d . (3)
Theorem 2 then results from aymptotics of [z2n&d] sinhd z.
Convex proto-polygons are defined in terms of marked sequences in
Section 2. Two models for generating marked sequences are described in
Section 3. In Section 4 we derive large deviation bounds for the number of
steps in each dimension. The Poisson and binomial approximations for the
number of self-intersections which immediately follow turning points are
contained in Section 5. In Section 6 it is shown that the expected number
of times a convex proto-polygon intersects itself so as to create a longer
loop tends to 0. The asymptotic number of convex proto-polygons is
obtained in Section 7.
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2. MARKED SEQUENCES AND CONVEX PROTO-POLYGONS
A polygon of length 2n may be rooted (by distinguishing a lattice point on
the polygon) and oriented in 4n ways. Given alphabet A=[x1 , x2 , ..., xd],
a rooted polygon can be regarded as an element of the set A2n of sequences
of length 2n taken from A, where the i th element of a sequence is xk if the
ith step lies in dimension k. By the fact that polygons are closed, for any
given polygon the number of occurrences of any xk is even, and we denote
it by 2nk .
Unfortunately, many rooted, oriented polygons produce one such
sequence. But we can recover the rooted, oriented polygon uniquely from
the sequence if we know which steps are in the positive direction and which
are in the negative. For each dimension, say k, the sequence elements
corresponding to positive steps occur in a contiguous group (in a cyclic
sense), so we can mark the last of these (in a cyclic sense). Then the nk
occurrences of the integer xk in the sequence following the marked one (in
a cyclic sense) will be in the negative direction (these will be called negative
elements), and all others will be in the positive direction (called positive
elements). Thus, each such marked sequence will correspond to precisely
one rooted, oriented polygon.
Note that due to the non-self-intersection property, a marked occurrence
of xk cannot be followed immediately (again, in a cyclic sense) by an xk .
In general, for each k, no proper subsequence of length at least two can
contain xk ’s which represent an equal number of positive and negative
steps.
Given s=(s(1), ..., s(2n)) # A2n, let f (k, i) denote the position of the i th
occurrence of xk . Also, for completeness let s(2n+j )=s( j ) and s(1&j )=
s(2n&j+1) for each j # [1, n].
Define a marked sequence to be a sequence s obtained from an element
of A2n with, for each k=1, ..., d, an even number 2nk2 of entries equal
to xk , one of which is marked. Let the marked occurrence of xk be the
mk th; i.e. it is the f (k, mk)th element of s. Define ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’
elements as above. Marked sequences do not in general correspond to
convex polygons, but to convex proto-polygons, which may self-intersect.
Given a marked sequence s, the statement that the convex proto-polygon
it corresponds to does not self-intersect is equivalent to the condition that
no proper subsequence of length at least 2 contains equal numbers of
‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’ xk ’s for k=1, ..., d. This in turn is equivalent to
the conjunction of the following three conditions:
(a) s( f (k, mk)+1){xk , k=1, ..., d ;
(b) s( f (k, mk+nk)+1){xk , k=1, ..., d ;
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(c) there is no nonempty proper subsequence of s of length at least
4 containing equal numbers of positive and negative xk ’s for each
k=1, ..., d.
The steps [ f (k, mk) : k # [1, d ]] are refered to as marks and the steps
[ f (k, mk+nk) : k # [1, d ]] are called anti-marks. Condition (a) says a
mark is not followed by a step in its own dimension, while Condition (b)
is the equivalent statement for anti-marks. The case that the length is at
least 4 is isolated in Condition (c) because, as we shall see, this condition
has no effect asymptotically, unlike (a) and (b).
3. MODELS
Let sn, d=|Sn, d | be the number of marked sequences of length 2n taken
from an alphabet A such that |A|=d, and recall ni is defined to be half the
number of occurrences of xi ’s in a sequence. For any n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nd)
with ni>0 and such that di=1 ni=n, the probability that each xi occurs
2ni times in a uniformly chosen element of Sn, d is given by
P(n)=
1
sn, d \
2n
2n1 , 2n2 , ..., 2nd+ (2n1) } } } (2nd) (4)
=
(2n)!
sn, d (2n1&1)! } } } (2nd&1)!
. (5)
Here, the binomial counts the positions and the other factors in (4) count
the ways of assigning marks.
To help estimate the probability that a random marked sequence satisfies
Conditions (a), (b) and (c) from Section 2, we use two different models.
1. The s-Model
(i) Choose n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nd) with probability (5).
(ii) Take a set containing 2ni distinguishable copies of xi , including
one marked copy for each i, and randomly and uniformly arrange them
clockwise on a circle from all (2n&1)! possibilities.
(iii) Choose a root for the first element of the sequence, and read off
the sequence in the clockwise direction from the root.
(iv) Treat all unmarked copies of xi as being indistinguishable.
Note that we could alternatively arrange the elements in a linear
sequence in step 2; the circular arrangement is used for a technical con-
venience in our later argument.
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Lemma 2. The s-model generates marked sequences uniformly.
Proof. Suppose s is a marked sequence and s$ is a marked sequence of
distinguishable objects which is equivalent to s when all unmarked xi ’s are
considered as indistinguishable for each i. The probability s$ is chosen at
step (iii) is
P(s$)=
P(n)
(2n)!
=
1
sn, d (2n1&1)! } } } (2nd&1)!
.
Therefore, the probability s is chosen at step (iv) is
P(s)=\‘
d
i=1
(2ni&1)!+ P(s$)= 1sn, d . K
The next model will be used for Condition (c) of Section 2. It constructs
a marked sequence consisting of two parts, the first of which corresponds
to the subsequence we are interested in. Although the first part has random
length, it has length 2l with fairly high probability. Lemma 3 shows how
it is used to study subsequences of marked sequences. Later, we will use
this in conjunction with conditions which are necessary for the first part to
be a closed loop.
2. The p-Model
(i) Choose n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nd) with probability (5).
(ii) Take a set containing 2ni distinguishable copies of xi , including
one marked copy for each i, and independently and for each element of the
set with probability ln color the element red; otherwise color the element
blue.
(iii) Suppose L items were colored red.
Let sp(1), ..., sp(L) be a random, uniformly chosen permutation of these
objects.
Similarly, let sp(L+1), ..., sp(2n) be a random, uniformly chosen per-
mutation of the objects colored blue.
(iv) Treat all unmarked xi ’s as being indistinguishable.
Lemma 3. The p-model, conditioned on the event [L=2l ], is distributed
as a uniformly chosen marked sequence. Moreover, if Bn is a series of events
such that under the p-model P(Bn)=O(n&c), then P(Bn & [L=2l])=
O(n&c+12).
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Proof. To show the first part, suppose s is a marked sequence and s$ is
a marked sequence of distinguishable objects which is equivalent to s when
all unmarked xi ’s are considered as indistinguishable for each i. The prob-
ability s$ is chosen at step (iii), given that L=2l, is
P(s$)=
P(n) (ln)2l (1&ln)2n&2l
\2n2l + (ln)2l (1&ln)2n&2l (2l )!(2n&2l )!
=
P(n)
(2n)!
.
As in the proof of Lemma 2 it follows that P(s)=s&1n, d .
The second statement frollows from the well-known fact that
min
l \
2n
2l+ (ln)2l (1&ln)2n&2l>Cn&12
for some constant C>0; see Bolloba s [3, Theorem I.5], for example. K
4. LARGE DEVIATIONS
In this section we prove a large deviations result for the ni by a com-
parison argument.
Lemma 4. For each C$>0 there exists C>0 such that
P( |n1&nd |>C log n - nd )=O(n&C$)
uniformly over all d. Therefore, for C$>1,
P \.
d
i=1
[ |ni&nd |>C log n - nd ]+=O(n1&C$). (6)
Proof. Recall that n=(n1 , n2 , ..., nd) is distributed as (5). Put
D&=Sn, d & [n : n1<nd&B] where B=C log n - nd for some C>0. Let
n # D&. Select i # [1, d ] so as to maximise ni . Then ni>nd. Put k=n1+ni
and n =wk2x, so that n is at most 12 different from k2. Set
f (n)=(n , n2 , ..., ni&1 , k&n , ni+1 , ..., nd)
so that f (n) is the same as n except that the first and i th coordinates have
been made as equal as possible, subject to having sum k. We have
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P(n)
P( f (n))
=
(2n &1)! (2k&2n &1)!
(2n1&1)! (2ni&1)!
=
(2n &1)(2n &2) } } } 2n1
(2ni&1)(2ni&2) } } } (2k&2n )
= ‘
2n &2n1&1
j=0
2n1+j
2k&2n +j
\ 2n1+t2k&2n +t+
t
whenever t2n &2n1&1. A lower bound on 2n &2n1&1 is given by
2n &2n1&1k&2n1&2=ni&n1&2B&2.
Noting that
k&n (n1+ni)2>n1+(nd&n1)2>n1+B2,
we can put t=B2 and use n1<nd&B again to obtain
P(n)
P( f (n))
\1& B2n1+3B2+
B2
\1& B2nd+
B2
exp \& B
2
4nd+
=exp \&14 C2 log2 n+=O(n&K) (7)
for all fixed K>0.
Each vector in Sn, d can play the role of f (n) for at most n2 different
vectors n. Hence, from (7),
P(D&)= :
n # D&
P(n)
= :
n$ # Sn, d
:
f (n)=n$
n # D&
P(n)
 :
n$ # Sn , d
n2O(n&K) P(n$)=O(n2&K) P(Sn, d ). (8)
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Now put D+=Sn, d & [n : n1>nd+B] and let n # D+. Arguing as
above, we find that
P(n)
P( f (n))
\ 2ni+t2k&2n +t+
t
for all t2n &2ni&1, where ni<nd, k=n1+ni , and n =wk2x. Repeating
the argument above gives
k&n ni+B2
and
P(n)
P(n$)
\1& B2(nd+B)+
B2
exp \& B
2
4(nd+B)+
=exp \& C
2 log2 n
4+4C(dn)12 log n+
exp \& C
2 log2 n
4+4C log n+
=O(n&C4).
From this and (8), the theorem follows with C=4C$+8. K
5. IMMEDIATE RETURNS
Conditions (a) and (b) of Section 2 for a marked sequence to represent
a convex polygon say that marks and anti-marks are not followed by steps
in the same dimension. If W represents the number of marks not satisfying
(a) plus the number of anti-marks not satisfying (b), then the probability
a uniformly chosen marked sequence represents a convex polygon is simply
P(W=0). In fact, W tends to a binomial distribution for d fixed and a
Poisson distribution for d  , and P(W=0) tends to the corresponding
point probability.
Lemma 5. For d fixed, W converges weakly to the binomial distribution
Bi(2d, d &1) and P(W=0)  (1&d &1)2d. For d  , the total variation
distance dTV(W, Po(*n))  0 as n  , where *n=(2(2n&d ))(2n&1),
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and P(W=0)te&*n. In particular, if d   such that d=o(n), then
P(W=0)  e&2 and if dt;n, ;>0, then P(W=0)  e&2+;.
Proof. Let Ii , i=1, ..., d be the indicator that the mark of dimension i
is followed by a step in dimension i and let Ii+d be the indicator that the
anti-mark of dimension i is followed by a step of dimension i. The k th
falling moment of W is
E(W )k=:* E(Ij1 Ij2 } } } Ijk),
where (W )k=W(W&1)(W&2) } } } (W&k+1) and * is the sum over all
k-tuples j=( j1 , j2 , ..., jk), where the ji ’s are taken without repetition from
[2d ].
Suppose k=1 and j=(m) for some m # [1, 2d ] and assume n has been
chosen in step (i) of the s-model. Define
m ={m,m&d,
if md;
if m>d.
There are 2nm &1 copies of xm which could sit to the right of the mark or
anti-mark (depending on whether md or m>d ) of dimension m in step
(ii) of the s-model. All the remaining copies of all the xi can be arranged
in a circle in (2n&2)! ways. Therefore,
E(Im | n)=
(2nm &1)(2n&2)!
(2n&1)!
=
2nm &1
2n&1
. (9)
Now, let k be fixed and let j=( j1 , j2 , ..., jk) be arbitrary but with the ji
distinct. For m # [1, d ], let c(m) be the total number of ji ’s equal to m, so
that c(m) # [0, 1, 2]. The same method used to show (9) gives
E(Ij1Ij2 } } } Ijk | n)=
(2n1&1)c(1) (2n2&1)c(2) } } } (2nm&1)c(m)
(2n&1)k
, (10)
where we have again used the falling factorial notation.
Take C$>k+1 in Lemma 4. Let S be the event in the probability
in (6). Clearly,
:
n # S
P(n)E((W )k | n)P(S)(2d )k=o(n&k)(2d )k =o(1).
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If d is fixed, then (10) gives
:
n  S
P(n) E((W )k | n)=(2d )k \2nd2n (1+o(1))+
k
t(2d )k d &k
and the method of moments implies W O Bi(2d, d &1 ).
Now, suppose d  , and in the first instance assume also d=o(n).
Note that for any n, from (9) we have
E(W | n)=2 :
d
i=1
2ni&1
2n&1
=
2(2n&d )
2n&1
,
hence,
E(W )=E(E(W | n))=
2(2n&d )
2n&1
.
For n  S, we have from (10)
E((W )k | n)=:
(2n1&1)c(1) (2n2&1)c(2) } } } (2nm&1)c(m)
(2n&1)k
,
where the sum is over j1 , ..., jk all different and in the interval [1, 2d ].
Hence
E((W )k | n)=2k :
(2n1&1)(2n2&1) } } } (2nm&1)
(2n&1)k
+21 ,
where the sum is over j1 , ..., jk all different and in the interval [1, d ], and
21 is the error due to omitting those terms with some c(i)=2. From this,
E((W )k | n)=\2(2n&d )2n&1 +
k
+21+22+23 ,
where 22 is the error due to replacing (2n&1)k by (2n&1)k, and 23 is
from omitting those terms with repeated factors in the expansion of
((2n1&1)+(2n2&1)+ } } } (2nm&1))k.
Clearly 22=o(1). Also, since n  S, 21 is bounded by
O(1)(2d )k&1 \2nd+C log n - nd2n&1 +
k
=O(1) d &1(1+C log n - dn)k
=o(1).
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The factor O(1)(2d )k&1 bounds the ways of choosing k indices, at least one
of which is duplicated. That the right hand side is o(1) becomes clear when
the cases dnlog2 n and d>nlog2 n are looked at separately. Finally, 21
is o(1) for almost identical reasons. The conclusion is that
E((W )k)=\2(2n&d )2n&1 +
k
+o(1).
We have now shown E(W )k=*kn+o(1) Now apply [3, Theorem I.20]
to show dTV(W, Po(*n))  0. Furthermore, P(W=0)te&*n because
*n=O(1).
6. LONGER LOOPS: A QUESTION OF BALANCE
We now show that the probability that a random convex proto-polygon
has a closed segment of length 2l, l # [2, n2], but no immediate returns,
converges to 0. Given a randomly chosen marked sequence, let N be the
number of subsequences violating Condition (c) of Section 2, but not con-
taining any violations as in Conditions (a) or (b). We call such a sub-
sequence balanced. Thus a convex proto-polygon not violating Conditions
(a) or (b) and containing no balanced subsequence is a convex polygon.
We show EN  0, implying P(N>0)  0.
Given a marked sequence, any balanced subsequence must satisfy three
properties. Firstly, every dimension must occur within the subsequence an
even number of times. Secondly, at least two dimensions must occur within
the subsequence, since otherwise it will violate Condition (a) or (b) of
Section 2. Thirdly, if a dimension occurs within the subsequence and also in
the complement of the subsequence, then the mark for that dimension must
be placed in such a way that an equal number of positive and negative
steps occur within the subsequence. For dimensions appearing in a sub-
sequence and its complement, there are exactly two such ways in which the
mark may be placed, obtained from each other by interchanging the mark
and the anti-mark. The first property is relatively more important for fairly
large d, for which it is unlikely all dimensions appearing in a subsequence
appear an even number of times. For smaller d it is unlikely all dimensions
are marked correctly and the second property becomes more important.
We show EN  0 in two lemmas, therefore, of which the first applies to
slower growing and the second to faster growing sequences d(n). Although
the lemmas apply to disjoint sets of sequences, there is a significant set of
sequences on which the methods of both lemmas are effective.
The symbol s(k; l ) is used to denote the subsequence of s starting with
s(k) and containing l consecutive (in a cycle fashion) components under
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the s-model. A similar notation is used for the p-model; for example,
sp(L+1; 2n&L) is sp(L+1), ..., sp(2n). We define an event
H= ,
d
i=1 {} ni&
n
d }
n
d
$(n)= ,
For C$=4, choose C as in Lemma 4, so that
P(H )=o(n&2). (11)
Lemma 6. Assume 3d(n)nlog3 n. Then EN=o(1).
Proof. The upper bound on d was chosen to ensure $(n)=o(1). We
first show that any segment containing about half of the sequence with high
probability contains steps in all dimensions. Fix a dimension i. Let pi be the
probability under the p-model with l=Wn2X and p=Wn2Xn, given the
choice of n, that sp(2l+1; 2n&2l ) does not contain steps in dimension i.
Bound pi by
pi=(ln)2ni(12+n&1)2ni.
The probability that there exists some i # [1, d ] such that sp(2l+1; 2n&2l )
does not contain steps in dimension i is bounded by di=1 (12+n
&1)2ni.
Let Bk be the event that s(k; 2wn2x) does not contain steps in all dimen-
sions. From Lemma 3,
P(Bk | n)=O(n12) :
d
i=1
(12+n&1)2ni.
Thus, the probability there exists a k such that s(k; 2Wn2X) does not con-
tain steps of all dimensions is bounded by
P \ .
2n
k=1
Bk+=o(n&2)+O(n32 d2&(2+o(1)) log3 n)=o(n&2), (12)
where the first term is the probability of H from (11), and the second is
the probability conditional on H.
Let D(k; 2l )[d ] be the dimensions with steps in s(k; 2l ). The prob-
ability any i # D(k; 2l ) which also appears in the complement of s(k; 2l )
is marked in one of the two ways allowing s(k; 2l ) to be balanced is
2(2ni)=ni&1. Define
G= ,
2n
k=1
Bk & H.
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For any l2, (11) and (12) now give
P(s(k; 2l ) balanced) :
d
r=2
P( |D(k; 2l )|=r | G) \dn (1&$(n))&1+
r
+o(n&2).
(13)
The sum begins with r=2 because a balanced subsequence contains at
least two dimensions. Notice that if |D(k; 2l )|>l, then the subsequence
s(k; 2l) is necessarily unbalanced, hence we could have taken the upper
bound in the sum as l instead of d. We will use this fact later, in the proof
of Lemma 7.
For any R[d ], it follows from Lemma 2 that
P(D(k; 2l )R | n)\ :i # R nin+
2l
,
hence
P(D(k; 2l )R | G)\ |R|d (1+$(n))+
2l
.
Therefore,
P( |D(k; 2l )|=r | G) :
|R|=r
P(D(k; 2l )R | G)
\dr + \
r
d
(1+$(n))+
2l
\edr +
r
\ rd (1+$(n))+
2l
. (14)
The binomial inequality used here is in Odlyzko [6], for example. Because
$(n)=o(1), we may choose \<43 such that (1&$(n))&1\ for n large
enough. Observing that rl, we have
P( |D(k; 2l )|=r | G) \dn (1&$(n))&1+
r
\ern +
r
\ rd +
2l&2r
\2l+r
=\e\
3r
n +
r
\\rd +
2l&2r
.
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The sum of the expression on the left over all r>3d4 is clearly at most
(\dn)(3d4). The expression (13) is therefore bounded by
P(s(k; 2l ) balanced)
 :
2r3d4 \
e\3r
n +
r
\3\4 +
2l&2r
+\\dn +
3d4
+o(n&2)
=\3\4 +
2l
:
2r3d4 \
16e\r
9n +
r
+\\dn +
3d4
+o(n&2)
\3\4 +
2l
\32e\9n +
2
\1+O \ 1log3 n+++\
\d
n +
3d4
+o(n&2).
The expected number of balanced subsequences of s of size l # [2, n2],
denoted by N, is given by
EN= :
2n
k=1
:
2ln2
P(s(k; 2l ) balanced), (15)
which is o(1). K
Lemma 7. Assume d(n)nlog3 n. Then EN=o(1).
Proof. We no longer consider where the marks occur. For ln14,
instead of (13) the inequality
P(s(k; 2l ) balanced) :
l
c=2
P( |D(k; 2l )|=c | H)+o(n&2)
will be used. Let Ek, l be the event that all i # [1, d ] appear in s(k; l ) an
even number of times. Thus, [s(k; l ) balanced]Ek, l . We will use
P(s(k; 2l ) balanced)P(Ek, l)
for l>n14.
First consider the case ln14. An analysis like the one showing (14), with
1+$(n) bounded by \(n)=2C log n (assuming C>1) and H replacing G,
shows that for n large
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P(s(k; 2l ) balanced) :
l
r=2 \
ed
r +
r
\ rd +
2l
\2l+o(n&2)
 :
l
r=2 \
er
d +
2l&r
\2l+o(n&2)
 :
l
r=2 \
e log3 n
n34 +
2l&r
\2l+o(n&2)
=\e\
2 log3 n
n34 +
l
:
l&2
j=0 \
e log3 n
n34 +
j
+o(n&2)
\4C
2e log5 n
n34 +
l 1
1&en&34 log3 n
+o(n&2). (16)
When l>n14 the p-model is used to bound P(Ek, l). The generating func-
tion (q+px)2ni shows the probability of getting an even number of steps of
dimension i in sp(1; L), given n, is (1+(q&p)2ni)2. Thus, using Pp to
denote probabilities under the p-model,
Pp(Ek, l | n)=2&d ‘
d
i=1 {1+\1&
2l
n +
2ni
=
2&d ‘
d
i=1
[1+(1&2n&34)2ni]
2&d[1+(1&2n&34)2]d
exp(&n&34d )
exp(&n14log3 n),
where the second-last step is for n sufficiently large. Therefore,
P(s(k; l ) balanced)P(Ek, l)
=O(n12) Pp(Ek, l)
O(n12) exp(&n14log3 n). (17)
Now, use (16) and (17) in (15). K
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7. ASYMPTOTIC ENUMERATION OF
CONVEX PROTO-POLYGONS
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 using (2) we need an asymptotic
evaluation of the number qn, d of convex proto-polygons. In Lemma 1
(stated in Section 1) we express qn, d in terms of the coefficients of sinhd z.
Lemma 8 then determines the asymptotics for qn, d when d is fixed by
elementary methods, while Lemma 11 finds asymptotics when d   by
the saddle point method. A gap in the upper end of the range is filled by
Lemma 9, which finds asymptotics for d=n&o(n12) by an argument
similar to the proof of Lemma 4. This is resembles the ‘‘switching’’
arguments discussed by the first author in [7].
Proof of Lemma 1. Recall from Section 2 that convex proto-polygons
correspond to marked sequences from A2n, where |A|=d. Let an=1 if n
is even, and 0 if n is odd. The exponential generating function (egf ) for
[an] is
:
n0
anzn
n!
=cosh z=
1
2
(ez+e&z).
Note that an is the number of even-length sequences of 1’s of length n. For
such sequences with one entry marked, the egf is
z cosh$ z=
z
2
(ez&e&z). (18)
Hence, the egf for the set of all marked sequences from A2n in which every
dimension appears evenly is
\z2 (ez&e&z)+
d
.
Dividing by 4n because of the redundancy caused by orientation and
rootedness gives
qn, d =(4n)&1(2n)! [z2n](z sinh z)d=
(2n&1)!
2
[z2n&d] sinhd z. K
Lemma 1 gives (1) easily.
Lemma 8. For d fixed,
qn, dt 12nd&1 d 2n&d.
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Proof. We write
qn, d =
(2n&1)!
2
[z2n&d] sinhd z
=
(2n&1)!
2
2&d[z2n&d](ez&e&z)d
t(2n&1)! 2&d&1[z2n&d](2edz)
=(2n&1)! 2&d
d 2n&d
(2n&d )!
t
1
2
nd&1 d 2n&d
The next lemma shows that for very large d only the first two coefficients
of sinh z need be considered.
Lemma 9. If d=n&o(n12), then
[z2n&d] sinhd zt\ dn&d+ 6d&n.
Proof. Suppose d=n&$(n) with $(n)=o(n12). For each marked
sequence on d dimensions, the numbers sk :=*[i # [d ]: ni=k] must
satisfy k2 (k&1) sk=$(n). Therefore, sk$(n)(k&1) for k2.
A marked sequence with n1=k+1 can be related to marked sequences
with n1=k by taking a pair of unmarked steps in dimension 1, choosing
any dimension i # [2, d ] such that ni=1 and changing the chosen pair to
steps in dimension i. The inverse relation is taking a marked sequence with
n1=k, choosing any dimension i with ni=2 (if one exists), choosing any
two unmarked steps in that dimension and changing them to steps in
dimension 1. For each marked sequence such that n1=k+1, there are
\2(k+1)&12 + s13(n&1&$(n))
corresponding marked sequences with n1=k; for each marked sequence
such that n1=k there are
\32+ s23$(n)
corresponding marked sequences with n1=k+1.
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Let ek be the number of marked sequences such that n1=k. The con-
siderations above show (n&1&$(n)) ek+1$(n) ek , or
ek+1
ek

$(n)
n&1&$(n)
.
Let $ (n)=$(n)(n&1&$(n))=o(n&12). We have
P(n13)
e1($ 2(n)+$ 3(n)+ } } } )
e1+e2+ } } } +e$(n)
=o(n&1).
Hence by symmetry,
P \.
d
i=1
[ni3]+=o(1).
This shows that for the asymptotics of [z2n&d] sinhd z we only need to
consider the first two terms in the Taylor expansion of sinhd z; the other
terms correspond to sequences with ni3 for some i. Therefore,
[z2n&d] sinhd zt[z2n&d](z+z36)d
=[z2n&2d](1+z26)d
=\ dn&d + 6d&n. K
The saddle point method is presented in [6]. A somewhat unusual
aspect of the problem here is that on each circle [z : |z|=r] the function
sinhd z has two maxima located at z=r and z=&r. Therefore, the func-
tion has two saddle points. We first show sinh z increases monotonically as
arg z  0 for z satisfying |z|=r and Re z0, with a similar result holding
by reflection when Re z0.
Lemma 10. Let z=rei% with r fixed. It holds that |sinh z| is increasing
for % # [?2, ?] _ [3?2, 2?] and decreasing for % # [0, ?2] _ [?, 3?2].
Proof. From Abramowitz and Stegun [1] for z=x+iy we have
|sinh z| 2=sinh2 x+sin2 y=sinh2 x+sin2 - r2&x2.
Therefore,
d
dx
|sinh z| 2=sinh(2x)&
sin(2 - r2&x2)
2 - r2&x2
2xsinh 2x&2 |x|,
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and for x0
d
dx
|sinh z| 2
(2x)3
3!
+
(2x)5
5!
+ } } } 0.
By symmetry (ddx) |sin z| 20 for x0. K
Lemma 11. Suppose dn&|(n) n25 log n where |(n)   and let
m=2n&d. We have the asymptotics
[zm] sinhd zt2(2?b(rm))&12 rm&m sinhd rm ,
with rm solving
a(r) :=dr coth r=m (19)
and b(r) set to
b(r) :=ra$(r)=d(r coth r&r2sinh2 r). (20)
Therefore, the number of convex proto-polygons satisfies
qn, dt(2n&1)! (2?b(rm))&12 rm&m sinhd rm . (21)
Proof. The saddle point method is applied to f (z)=sinhd z. For a func-
tion f (z) which takes the real line into the real line the saddle points are
on the radius r given by rf $(r)f (r)=m, giving (19). The saddle point
method commonly gives estimates of the form
[zm] f (z)t(2?b(r))&12 f (r) r&m,
but because we have two saddle points in our problem we get twice the
right hand side.
Putting g(z)=log sinh z, we see that z3g$$$(z) is bounded for all z{0.
Hence, expanding g(z) about z=r and expanding z=rei% about %=0, we
obtain, for all r and for % near 0,
log sinh z=log sinh(r+r(ei%&1))
=log sinh r+ia%d& 12b%
2d+O((1+r)%3) (22)
with a=a(r) and b=b(r), giving
sinhd z=sinhd r exp(ida%&b%22+O(d(1+r)%3)).
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Typical saddle point arguments [6] using Lemma 10 may now be applied
to get the estimates stated in this lemma if it is shown there exists
%0=%0(n) for which the conditions
d(1+rm) %30  0, (23)
exp(&b%20 2)=o(b
&12) (24)
are both satisfied.
Suppose first that rm  , implying mtdrmtb. The choice %0=
log n(log drmdrm)12 satisfies (23) and (24). If rm is bounded below, then
d   and the same choice suffices.
For the case rm  0, first use the two most significant terms in the
Maclaurin series of sinh r and cosh r to show that (19) implies r2mt
3(md&1). Definition (20) gives b(rm)t8 dr2m12t2(m&d ). By calculating
the terms with %3 and %4 in (22) we find (as r  0)
sinhd(rei%)=sinhd reia(r) %&b(r) %22&d#(r) i%3+d$(r) %4+O(d(1+r) %5)
where
#(r)=
r coth r
6
&
r2
2 sinh2
+
r3 cosh r
3 sinh3 r
=O(r2)
and
$(r)=
r coth r
24
+
r3 coth r
2 sinh2 r
&
r4 coth2 r
4 sinh2 r
&
7r2
24 sinh2 r
+
r4
12 sinh2 r
=O(r2).
All terms in the exponential excepting the last are o(b%2) for all % #
[&%0 , %0] when r, %0  0. Therefore, condition (23) may be weakened to
d(1+rm) %50  0. (25)
In light of b(rm)t2(m&d ), the conditions (25) and (24) are satisfied by
taking %0=(K log(2n&2d )2n&2d)12 for K>12 and requiring dn&
|(n) n25 log n where |(n)  . K
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